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: E. S. Bettis, W. B. Cottrell, E. R. Mann, J. L. Meem & G. D. Whitman (1957) The Aircraft Reactor Experiment—

Operation, Nuclear Science and Engineering, 2:6, 841-853, DOI: 10.13182/NSE57-A35497 

Molten Salt Reactors Were Originally Developed for the 

Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion Program (Jet Bomber)

• Goal was a nuclear jet bomber with unlimited 

range—before accurate ICBMs

• A molten salt reactor (MSR) was chosen 

because it matched jet engine requirements

• Many tests

– Small reactor aboard aircraft for radiation shielding 

experiments (upper right)

– Aircraft Reactor Experiment—first MSR (lower 

right)
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In 1965 ORNL Started Up the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment

• Second MSR (8 MWt) was to 

develop a power station

• Program goal: Electricity 

production in a breeder reactor 

that produced more fuel than it 

used

• Program cancelled in the early 

1970s with decision to focus 

on the sodium fast reactor
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Classic Molten Salt Reactor Characteristics

• Fuel dissolved in molten flibe (7Li2BeF4) 

salt vs all other reactors with solid fuel

• Breeder reactor to convert fertile thorium 

into uranium-233 and fission uranium

– On-line fuel processing of molten salt

– Energy for millions of years

– Low fissile-fuel startup inventory

• Potential for on-line removal of fission 

products—smaller accident source term
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All Salt Reactors Operate at High Temperatures

Coolant Tmelt (°C) Tboil (°C) ρ (kg/m3) ρCp (kJ/m3 °C)

Li2BeF4 (Flibe) 459 1430 1940 4670

59.5 NaF-40.5 ZrF4 500 1290 3140 3670

26 7LiF-37 NaF-37 ZrF4 436 2790 3500

51 7LiF-49 ZrF4 509 3090 3750

Water (7.5 MPa) 0 290 732 4040

Water (15.5 MPa) 0 345 709 4049

Salt compositions in mole percent. Salt properties at 700°C and 1 atm. The boiling points of the

zirconium fluoride salts are not well known. For comparison water data is shown at 290°C (7.5 MPa,

boiling point) and PWR conditions with water properties at 309°C.

Typical Operating Ranges from 550 to 700°C 5



Today: Molten Salt Reactors Are Back !

Clean Fluoride Salt Coolant                   Fuel Dissolved In:

Fluoride Salt    Chloride Salt
Kairos Power 

FHR (2026 

Oak Ridge

35 MWt Test 

Reactor)

Moltex

MIT             

Commonwealth 

Fusion ARC                   

MSR: 

Many 

variants

Molten 

Fluoride Salt 

Fast Reactor

(Europe)

Molten 

Chloride Fast 

Reactor

Fuel Salt in 

Tubes with 

clean salt 

coolant 

(Moltex)
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Why the Renewed Interest in Salt Reactors ?

• Economics—Highest-temperature heat to the customer

–When the MSRE was built, the existing steam systems 

could not fully utilize the high temperature heat

–Low-carbon world needs industrial heat 

• Safety—but different safety cases for different machines

• Fuel cycles—but different fuel cycles
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Economic Basis for Salt Reactors: Higher-Temperature 

Heat to Power Cycles and Industry

Coolant Average Core Inlet 

Temperature (°C)

Average Core Exit 

Temperature (°C)

Ave. Temperature of 

Delivered Heat (°C)

Water 270 290 280

Sodium 450 550 500

Helium 350 750 550

Salt 600 700 650

C. W. Forsberg. Market Basis for Salt-Cooled Reactors: Dispatchable Heat, Hydrogen, and Electricity with 

Assured Peak Power Capacity, Nuclear Technology, 206 (11), 1659-1685, November 2020. 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00295450.2020.1743628 8
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• First MSR designed to 

couple to a jet engine

• Nuclear Air-Brayton Cycle 

(NACC) with heat storage

– Base-load reactor

– Variable output to grid to 

maximize revenue

– Thermodynamic peaking 

cycle with lower-

temperature nuclear heat 

and combustible fuel-to-

electricity >70% efficient
C. W. Forsberg, P. J. McDaniel, and B. Zohuri, B., 2020. “Nuclear Air-Brayton Power Cycles with Thermodynamic Topping Cycles, Assured 

Peaking Capacity and Heat Storage for Variable Electricity and Heat,” Nuclear Technology. https://doi.org/10.1080/00295450.2020.1785793

Higher-Temperature Heat Enables Advanced Power Cycles 

https://doi.org/10.1080/00295450.2020.1785793


Clean Salt 

Systems

Part I

Clean Fluoride Salt Coolant                  

Kairos 

Power 

FHR 

Moltex

MIT / 

Commonwealth 

Fusion ARC                   
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Fluoride-salt-cooled High-temperature Reactor 

(FHR)

Clean salt, Solid fuel

Originated at Oak Ridge National Laboratory

Kairos Power (35 MWt test reactor 2026: Oak Ridge)
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Pebble-Bed FHR with Flibe Salt Coolant 

Fuel: High-Temperature 

Coated-Particle Pebble-

Bed Fuel Developed for 

High-Temperature Gas-

Cooled Reactors  (HTGRs)

Coolant: High-

Temperature, Low-

Pressure Flibe (Li2BeF4) 

Salt Coolant originally 

chosen for  molten salt 

reactors 
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FHR Started at Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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• ORNL has a long history of working on molten salt 

reactors and high-temperature gas-cooled reactors

• People who knew both technologies

• FHR combined some of the best of both concepts

• Initial concept developed over lunch at early GenIV 

meeting, subpanel on alternative reactor concepts

– Charles Forsberg: ORNL (now MIT)

– Per Peterson: U. of California at Berkeley (also Kairos)

– Paul Pickard: Sandia (now retired)



The First FHR Paper in 2003 in Nuclear Technology

• Paper by Forsberg, Peterson 

and Pickard

• Basic concept

– HTGR fuel with high-temperature 

performance

– Clean salt coolant

• Much higher power density than gas-

cooled reactor

• Absorb any fission products

– Low pressure

– Half way point to fueled MSR and 

molten salt blankets for fusion
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Concept Evolved Over a Decade 
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• Several FHR designs evolved at ORNL

• First DOE Integrated Research Project 2012 followed by 

second IRP

– MIT (Forsberg) irradiate graphite & inert SiC particles in clean 

flibe salt in the MIT reactor

– U.C. Berkeley (Peterson) develop pebble bed design with large-

scale thermo-hydraulic loop using oil simulant

– U. Wisconsin built laboratory to purify flibe salt from the 

secondary loop of the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment at ORNL

• Kairos Power formed in 2016 by U.C. Berkeley graduate 

student to commercialize concept



Kairos Power Design

• Robust Inherent Safety

– Uniquely large fuel temperature margins with 

fuel failure temperatures above 1600ºC

– Absorption of fission products in salt coolant 

with boiling point above 1400ºC

– Low-pressure system

– Effective passive decay heat removal

• Lower Capital Costs

– Reduce requirements for high-cost, nuclear-grade 

components and structures through FHR 

intrinsic safety and plant architecture

Kairos Power 

Reactor Nuclear Island
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Kairos Power Highlights of Recent Progress

S-Lab
Flibe Chemistry and 

Materials Testing Lab 

NRC 
Preliminary Safety Analysis 

Report: September 2021

Hermes Reactor
East Tennessee Technology 

Park: Operational  2026

Engineering Test Unit 

(ETU)
Major Component 

Fabrication
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R-Lab
Technology Development

ETU / T-Facility
New Mexico 

Expansion



Kairos Power Design Approach

Oak 

Ridge 

Engineering Test Unit integrates all the major systems of Hermes 

in a non-nuclear environment. Same size as Hermes 
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Fusion Salt Systems

MIT Develops ARC Fusion Concept 
with Flibe Salt Blanket

MIT Spin-out Company Commonwealth Fusion to 
Commercialize Technology
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• The size of a fusion system varies as one over the forth power of 

the magnetic fuels

• Manufacturing breakthrough with REBCO superconductors 

enabled doubling magnetic field

• Reduces fusion machine size by up to a factor of 16

• Power density in fusion blanket increases by order of 

magnitude and makes it very difficult to cool solid blankets

• Higher magnetic fields create large incentives to have a coolant 

with low electrical conductivity to avoid coolant/magnetic field 

interactions

• Solution: Liquid flibe blanket (Flibe in the blanket is not new)

Break-Though In Magnetic Fusion with REBCO 

Superconducting Magnets
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First Large-Scale Magnet Test in September 2021

• MIT develops ARC fusion 

system based on REBCO 

superconductor

• MIT and Commonwealth 

Fusion (spin-out company 

from MIT) start development

• Demonstrated the key 

magnet technology at scale

• Creates massive incentives 

to develop flibe salt blankets 

for fusion 
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ARC Fusion with Liquid Flibe Salt Blanket

ARC             Flibe Salt Blanket     

• Fusion generates 14-

MeV neutrons that is 

the heat for power 

cycle. Heat deposited 

in the salt blanket with 

high power density

• Neutrons adsorbed in 

lithium in salt 

generating tritium—

fusion fuel
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Why Flibe (Li2BeF4) Salt Blanket

No limit on power density with liquid blanket 

from slowing down fast neutrons

Maximize tritium production (90% Li-6) to 

produce sufficient tritium for self-sustaining 

fusion machine

• Beryllium (n, 2n) reaction generates more 

neutrons

• Lithium plus neutron yields tritium

Excellent heat transfer relative to other salts
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Next Step SPARK: Plasma Breakeven Experiment

• Plasma Gain > 2. Total 

energy out more than 

twice total energy in

• 50 to 100 MW for short 

durations (physics testing)

• First breakeven fusion 

experiment if successful

• This decade
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Fuel in               Fuel in

Fluoride Salt    Chloride Salt

MSR: 

Many 

variants

Molten 

Fluoride Salt 

Fast Reactor

(Europe)

Molten 

Chloride Fast 

Reactor

Fuel Salt in 

Tubes with 

clean salt 

coolant 

(Moltex)
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Salt Systems
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Molten Chloride Fast Reactor

Terrapower (Bill Gates Company)

Uranium and Plutonium Dissolved in Molten Chloride Salt
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Two Classes of MCFRs Being Developed
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• MCFR with the reactor being a wide 

space in the loop

– TerraPower/Southern with Pu/U fuel

– Elysium with Pu/U fuel

– SINAP (China) with 233U/Th fuel

• Molten chloride fuel salt in tubes with 

clean fluoride salt coolant: Moltex

– Clean fluoride salt coolant loop

– Similarities to sodium fast reactor except 

simple to process fuel—pour out of tubes
TerraPower/Southern



TerraPower’s Vision: Define Goals, Chose Reactor

• Once-through fuel cycle that after first core startup is feed natural 

or depleted uranium

• 25% of uranium burnt up (close to breeder reactor with fuel 

recycle) versus 1% with light water reactor

• Not realized until a decade ago that a molten chloride fast reactor 

could sustain an efficient once-through fuel cycle
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TerraPower Once-Through Breed-and-Burn Fuel Cycle
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TerraPower/Southern

• The MCFR has a very hard neutron spectrum 

with a very high breeding ratio—convert fertile 

uranium-238 to fissile plutonium-239 and fission 

plutonium

• Startup first reactor with enriched uranium 

chloride salt (Uranium, Sodium, Potassium, etc.)

• Add natural uranium and throw away some fuel 

salt with fission products and actinides

– Deep borehole or equivalent disposal

– 25% of uranium/plutonium fissioned 

versus 1% in a light-water reactor



Status TerraPower Development
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• Partners with Southern Company (Major utility 

in the South)

• Molten Chloride Reactor Experiment

– Within 5 years

– Located at Idaho National Laboratory Lotus Facility 

(former Zipper facility)

– 200 KW (Physics experiment)

– Flow rate 15 to 50 kg per second

• Demonstrate concept and safety case—

simplified system with uranium and sodium 

chloride (67/33 mole percent) TerraPower/Southern



Molten Salt Reactor

Terrestrial Energy

Traditional MSR with Fuel Dissolved in Salt: Simplified
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• Thermal neutron spectrum

• Graphite moderated

• Enriched uranium fuel salt

• No liquid salt processing at reactor power site

• Burner reactor for first generation machine but 

pathway to thermal-neutron-spectrum breeder 

reactor

Terrestrial Energy MSR with Simplified Fuel Cycle
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• Reactor vessel with graphite and the core 

is a replaceable module (7 years)

• Send back to factory for refurbishment

• Simplify plant maintenance

– All fuel salt remains in the module

– Off-gas system separate from module

– Minimize reactor site (utility) operations

• Module has graphite core and main heat 

exchangers—only clean salt leaves module

Integrated Molten Salt Reactor (195 MWe)
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Integrated Molten Salt Reactor Heat Delivery                                      

• Three loops

– Primary loop with fuel 

salt

– Secondary loop

– Nitrate salt loop (Solar 

salt)

• Nitrate loop has heat 

storage for variable 

electricity output with 

baseload output (not 

unique)
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Conclusions

• Serious money going into salt 

systems (Kairos, TerraPower, 

Commonwealth Fusion)

– Kairos: Test reactor by 2026

– Terrapower: Small, first of a kind 

low-power critical reactor

– Commonwealth Fusion Sparc

• Different goals by different 

developers

• First reactors on-line in this 

decade
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Molten Salt Reactors—New Initiatives and New Directions. 

After 40 years of quite, much is happening in the world of molten salt reactors (MSRs). The Chinese

have been building a small test reactor that is expected to shortly start operation. That reactor has the

fuel dissolved in the salt. Kairos Power is designing and licensing a 35-MWt Fluoride-salt-cooled

Test Reactor to be built in Oak Ridge, Tennessee by 2026. The Fluoride-salt-cooled High-

temperature Reactor uses solid-graphite-matrix coated-particle fuel with clean salt coolant.

Advanced fusion systems propose using a salt fusion blanket to produce tritium fuel and convert

high-energy neutrons into heat for the power cycle. There are many other companies proposing

different types of salt reactors with fuel dissolved in the salt. The traditional fuel cycle for the MSR

was the thermal-neutron-spectrum Thorium / Uranium-233 fuel cycle; however, today there is also

work underway by TerraPower on a fast spectrum MSR using the Uranium / Plutonium fuel cycle

with a once-through breeder fuel cycle. There are economic, fuel cycle and safety incentives to

reconsider salt reactors. Salt reactors deliver the highest average temperature heat to the customer

resulting in higher efficiency power plants and better coupling to heat storage and industrial users.

This creates an economic advantage (https://doi.org/10.1080/00295450.2020.1743628) for salt

reactors compared to other reactors assuming similar capital costs. Last, there are potential safety

advantages; but, these strongly depend upon advances in engineering and the specific design.
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